All Make Up Work (Quizzes, Tests, Homework, Class Work) *Due NO LATER THAN 1-28-2013 at 3:20pm*

For Extenuating Circumstances Arrangements Must Be Made with me **PRIOR TO THIS DATE!**

**Bell Work**

Turn In *Ox Expressions Supplemental WS*

Reviewed creating algebraic expressions and summary phrases – see notes

**Class Work**

Complete *Algebraic Expressions Quiz* – see me to make this up

*Update your Supply List* using information from “The Vermillion Crossing” – check notes and see me for help

Discussed results from “Wagon Train Sketches and Situations” – get notes

*Vocabulary* – Independent Variable, Dependent Variable, Linear, Non-Linear, Continuous and Discrete – see notes

Complete “Graph Sketches” – part 1 only

**Homework**

Complete “Out-Numbered” pgs.211-212

*Handouts*

None